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12 Healthy Sleep Hygiene TipsHow much and how well you sleep may affect your overall health.

Read Full Article




	
Great Juices to Boost Your Immune SystemThese are packed with essential (and tasty) nutrients.
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11 Early Symptoms of DementiaEarly diagnosis may lead to management strategies to slow down the disease.



	
Benefits of Cold Water Immersion May Lack Quality Science, Report SaysMore importantly, it may not be safe for everyone.



	
1,200-Calorie Diet Review: Does It Work for Weight Loss?Here’s a closer look at this diet and how it may affect your body.



	
How Much Sleep Is Too Much Sleep?Oversleeping isn’t the same as getting quality sleep.
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Science and integrity matter to us
At Healthline, we set high standards of quality, research, and transparency for what we share, ensuring you have access to nothing but the best. Here's how:
	To ensure accuracy, each of our 20,000+ articles is reviewed by a medical subject matter expert such as a doctor, nurse, or therapist.
	Our recommendations are current and based on research thanks to our diligent health and medical monitoring standards.
	Featured brands are reviewed for medical credibility, business practices, and social impact.
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